Instructions for using the templates 
for Radiochimica Acta (RCA)
Oldenbourg has produced a template document for authors preparing contributions for the journal Radiochimica Acta. 
The template will allow authors to produce files that can be integrated directly into the Oldenbourg production process and reduce the need to locate typographic errors during proofreading.
The template supports the programs Winword 6 and higher. Predefined style formats are available for all the necessary structures to be included in the manuscript. These formats can be quickly accessed using keystroke combinations or the special toolbars provided.
Installing the style file
Copy the file rca.dot into the directory containing your Word templates; the default name created during Word set-up is ”msoffice\templates” (for German versions of Word ”msoffice\Vorlagen”).
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Fig. 1. New document based on rca.dot.
Using the style file
To create a new document, choose New from the File Menu (for German versions of Word Datei, Neu), and select or type in ”RCA”. On the screen, you will see a special toolbar as displayed in Fig.1.
The special toolbar will appear automatically when a new document is created on the basis of the document template and when a document already assigned to the template is opened. The toolbar consists of buttons for the most often used styles in the template. To use one of these styles, simply click on the relevant toolbar button either before or after entering text. The style will then be assigned to the paragraph that currently has the cursor in it. The table below shows you how each of these elements can be used, and which hot-key combinations can be used instead to achieve the same result.
Furthermore, four buttons are added to the standard Word toolbar
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 	Insert Symbol,
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 	Insert Equation,
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 	Insert Picture and
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 	View Zoom Page Width.

In the format toolbar the following buttons are added: file_9.png
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 for superscript and file_11.png
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 for subscript. In addition, the button for underlining is deleted (do not underline for emphasis – use italic or bold instead).
Examples for italic characters:
•	energy E
•	pressure p,
•	temperature T
•	greek characters, e.g. , λ, , , , , , ω
RCA Styles
It is important that the elements in your contribution are presented in the following order: running title, title, author, address, Abstract, main body of contribution, Acknowledgements and References.

Style (Formatvorlage)
Shortcut
Description / Comments
Running title
Alt+ctrl+i
No more than 50 letters.
Title (Titel)
Alt+i

Author
Alt+a
Use footnote function for the e-mail address of the correspondence author.
Address
Alt+Ctrl+a

Received
Alt+v
To be completed by the publisher.
Heading 1 (Überschrift 1)
Alt+1

Heading 2 (Überschrift 2)
Alt+2

Heading 3 (Überschrift 3)
Alt+3

Normal (Standard)
Alt+n
Use for text paragraphs.
Equation
Alt+e
Number the equations consecutively, inserting a tabulator between equation and number. Use the Word Equation Editor to enter equations.
Figure
Alt+f

Figure Legend
Alt+Shift+f

Table Title
Alt+Shift+t
A table title should precede each table. Table footnotes indices superscript italic.
Table
Alt+t
Tables should be created using the standard Winword table functions.
Table Footnote
Alt+Ctrl+t

List (Liste)
Alt+l
Do not use Word's list function. Instead enter bullet (Insert Symbol), dash or number followed by a tab. Enter a blank paragraph after lists.
Acknowledgements
Alt+c

Reference
Alt+r
Use for each entry in the reference list. Please do not use the list or footnote function for references, but enter the list as normal text.
Text input
Please do not perform visual formatting by hand as this will be lost in our conversion process. Only use the RCA-Styles and facilities such as bold, italics, superscript and subscript when needed. For symbols and equations use the corresponding functions provided by Word. 
Use a paragraph break (return) only when you intend to start a new paragraph and do not hyphenate words at the ends of lines of text.
Tables and figures
You may insert tables (please use Word’s table editor) and figures in your document at the place where they are first referred. There is no need to place them all at the end of your manuscript, as was the case in the past. Make sure to assign a title or legend to each table or figure as shown in Table 1, 2 and 3. As tables and figures usually can’t be set at the position where you place them, it is important that you refer to them in the text as, for example, ”Table 1” or ”Fig. 2”.

We are keen to receive electronic files of your figures as they can significantly improve the quality of published contributions. You should, however, always send prints of all figures so that we can verify that the output from your files is correct. Please deliver your files in two formats:
1.	the native format of your graphics package and
2.	EPS for vector graphics or TIFF for photographic images (scans).

Fonts used should be restricted to the standard fonts (Times, Helvetica, Courier or Symbol). Greyscale scans should have a resolution of 300 dpi and at least 8.5 cm in width.
Please consider that your figures usually will be reproduced at 8.5 cm (3.4 inches) and final font size should be around 8 pt.
Unlike tables, please do not embed figures, instead you should link them to the original Word document. (This is achieved in the Word Insert Picture dialog box. Check the option link to file and uncheck the option save with document). Then send the document and the figures as separate files.

